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Miss Eldib is our new Lakeside 6th grade
language arts and reading teacher. Before she
started to work at Lakeside she was a
fifth-grade reading, writing, and social
studies teacher. When Miss Eldib started at

community. Ever since that day she knew she
wanted to be a part of the Cardinal family!
Miss Eldib is the teacher she is because she

should feel empowered to communicate a
message they want others to understand.

Lakeside she sensed a strong, close-knit

knows how important communication is.
Miss Eldib understands communication is
part of our daily lives and feels that students

Miss Eldib enjoys teaching her students each
day and introducing new books with strong

Since she is teaching that book to her class at
the moment, she knows that empathy is an
important quality that anyone could have.
Miss. Eldib is so thankful to be part of such a
great community with the Lakeside students
and staff; she knows that it’s such one great
opportunity.

meanings to her students. She always felt
that the book Wonder, a novel by R.J. Palacio
has been her favorite book because of the
meaning, which in this book it’s empathy.

toGet know Miss. Eldib!



However, life is not completely back to normal. This is
shown by the remaining reminders of covid 19 left in our

daily life. Some people still choose to wear masks and

have returned to normal. Hundreds of people have happily
(and safely) removed their masks. people can return to

allowing life to slowly return to normal. The number of

There are also countless other reminders of the covid 19
outbreak. Countless shops still have 6-foot markers on

their floors and mask-required signs.

This year the Covid 19 outbreak began to slow to a stop and
everything seems to have returned to normal. The covid 19

vaccine is easily accessible, therefore covid cases have
declined. Plenty of countries have lifted restrictions,

people infected has significantly decreased in the past year
and numerous people yet again feel comfortable returning

to school and work in person.

attend school and work digitally. 69.3% of people made the
choice to get vaccinated to prevent another outbreak.

Although there are numerous signs of covid remaining in
daily life, there are also a great deal of aspects of life that

work, school, and events. People have been able to
appreciate the little things again such as going to movies,

concerts, libraries, and even just getting haircuts. It is now
easy to visit family and friends without having to take

extreme safety precautions. Life has nearly returned to
normal for people affected by covid.

toBack normal..or
is it? By: Sydney Lind



Yom Kippur and Rosh Hashanah
By: Taylor Johnson
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Breast cancer is a serious disease that kills
42,000 women and men a year. Sadly, two

women in this town had to deal with the pain
and the many problems that come along with it.

One of the many problems associated with
treatment is the cost-sometimes climbing as

high as 200,000 dollars. Some people don’t have
this kind of money and our seventh graders
recognized this. Led by Language Arts and

Reading teacher, Mrs. LoPresti, she and a group
of other seventh graders worked together to

implement a Breast Cancer Awareness
Fundraiser.

These are the many seventh
graders who helped out with

the fundraiser. Thank you
Ersan, Daniel, Todd, Delilah,

Mrs. Russo, Mrs. Lopresti,
Julianna, Gabriella, Alexa,

Emely, Emma, Valerie,
Samara, Arianna, Cameron,
and Jacob for being a part

of the fundraiser.

Breast Cancer Awareness Fundraiser
Written by Mikaela Sotto and Gabriella Liscio

In this fundraiser, the students sold bracelets, pens, pins,
lollipops, heart sunglasses, keychains, and even held a raffle to

raise money to help these warriors. All three grade levels
decided to help by purchasing items from the stand. Also
there was a fundraiser at the Lincoln Park, Jersey Mike’s

owned by the Callahan family. Overall, we raised almost 1,600
dollars for these two women.



toAT Trip the Lake!

By: Lynden Wessells and Amme Serrano



Lakeside really kicked off “spooky
season” this year with their traditional

everyone!

Halloween Assembly! Students and
teachers came to school in their

Halloween costumes and were able to
show off! Each homeroom was called

up to the stage to show off their
costumes, which were amazing, and I
think our judges can agree. Great job

By: Taylor Johnson
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